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How much did you love Mad Max: Fury Road? If you're like me, I bet the answer is: a lot. The film was a huge hit, and for good reason; he has an amazing cinematography, an action-packed plotline in a postapocalyptic future and a groundbreaking performance from Charlize Theron. Mad Max has been in cinemas since
May 15, but it has been so successful it is still playing in some places. If you've already switched your budget to theater-ticket prices, you're probably anxiously waiting for the opportunity to watch Mad Max at home and wondering when Mad Max is coming to ITunes. Well, here's some good news: you'll be able to do that
when the movie is released on the platform in just two weeks time. Mad Max will be available on iTunes from August 11th, which gives you just enough time to wrap your head around the fact that Charlize Theron somehow looks as stunning with a buzzcut and covered in soot as she does on the red carpet. But the
emphasis of Mad Max, of course, is not Theron's good looks; It's a fact that her character Furiosa is one of the greatest feminist characters ever to appear in a movie. Furiosa is a warrior, a hero and a complex human being. The film also portrays her as highly capable and self-sufficient, a change from many other films
that claim to feature strong female executives (seriously, every time Netflix suggests that category for me with Hills as an example, Elizabeth Cady Stanton rolls in the grave). While Fury Road arrives on iTunes, here are some great movies available online and on DVD that have badass female protagonists.1. Tris,
DivergentShailene Woodley's character finds his inner strength when he joins the dauntless faction, and then he uses it when he decides to fight the corrupt government of Erudite.2. Lisbeth, The Girl With the Dragon TattooThe heroine of the Steig Larsson trilogy, who was starred as Noomi Rapace and Rooney Mara, is
a brilliant computer hacker, a tireless survivor, and a seriously impressive motorcyclist. As for which actor better captured Lisbeth's fearlessness, you'll have to decide for yourself.3. Katniss, The Hunger GamesOne would be inappropriate not to mention Jennifer Lawrence as the girl on fire who saves her sister's life by
making her place in the Hunger Games, and then the government that created the games in the first place.4. Skeeter, The HelpEmma Stone brought both courage and courage to her portrayal of Skeeter, a Southern girl who fights both segregation and racism through the power of the written word.5. Maggie, Million
Dollar BabyHilary Swank won an Oscar for her portrayal of Maggie, the underdog boxer who gives everything she has to overcome her circumstances. Twist at the end is .... Well... You'll have to see for yourself. These are just some of the complex, powerful, intelligent female characters in movies to date. Catch up with
some of your favorite past heroines so you can see how they measure up to Furiosa when Mad Max: Fury Road is finally Warner Bros. Studios, Giphy (5) Warner Brothers Every new Mad Max: Fury Road teaser makes the movie look crazier and crazier - and that's something given the original featured by Mel Gibson.
This new full trailer, which just dropped, anchored by Tom Hardy as Max, is no exception. Original director George Miller is behind the latest installment, which features cars, a mutant, and other post-apocalyptic chaos. The movie is set to drop 15.smie: This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the
same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io Every week,
Cheat Sheet Entertainment staff selects the first three movies to catch in cinemas. Here are our best picks for this week. 1. Mad Max: Fury Road Reboot of the iconic action movie franchise can be a tricky business, to say the least. Just compare critical rankings of recent reboots like Total Recall and Robocop with
original movies. Many times the best filmmaker can hope for is a grumpy reception from fans of the original films. However, Mad Max: Fury Road seems to be one of those rare occasions when a rebooted film equals or even surpasses the originals. The original series of post-apocalyptic films - Mad Max (1979), Mad Max
2: The Road Warrior (1981), and Mad Max Beyond Thunderdome (1985) - all achieved an 80% Certified Fresh rating or higher from critics on Rotten Tomatoes. Similarly, the just-released Mad Max: Fury Road has already received a stellar 99% rating. Helmed by original trilogy director George Miller, Mad Max: Fury
Road stars Tom Hardy as the titular character, Charlize Theron as the one-armed Imperator Furiosa, and Hugh Keays-Byrne as a tyrannical cult leader named King Immortan Joe. After liberating a group of enslaved women and forging an alliance with Max, Furiosa sets off across the desert landscape with Joe and his
colourful band of fanatical followers in hot pursuit. And that's where the fun really begins, as Miller shows his virtuoso action directing skills with what is essentially a film-length car chase that never loses cohesion, despite wrapping up in everything from flame-throwing guitar to massive sand storm. And if over-the-top
dystopian action movies aren't your thing, you can still buy a ticket to Mad Max: Fury Road as a statement in support of gender equality. Charlize Theron's character has apparently picked up the ire of so-called men's rights activists who feel that butt-kicking against slavery warrior with a buzz cut threatens their definition
of traditional gender roles. 2. Pitch Perfect 2 Our second selection this week is another sequel that creates as much buzz among fans of musical comedies as Mad Max: Fury Road is among the action movie buffs. Perfect 2 is in the wake of 2012's sleeper hit Pitch Perfect, which told the story of several collegiate female
capella groups competing against each other for the national title. Directed by Elizabeth Banks, Pitch Perfect 2 features many of the same actors that appeared in the original - including Anna Kendrick, Rebel Wilson, Brittany Snow, Esther Dean, Hana Mae Lee, and Alexis Knapp - as well as several newcomers such as
Hailee Steinfeld and Chrissie Fit. This time the Barden University Bellas must win an international competition to return to the capella performing circuit after Fat Amy (Rebel Wilson) has an unfortunate wardrobe malfunction at Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts. Pitch Perfect 2 currently has a 69% approval rating from
critics at Rotten Tomatoes who noted that the film sings in sweet comedy harmony, though it doesn't hit quite as many high notes as its predecessor. 3. Slow West Our third choice this week is a unique entry into the Western genre from first-time feature film director and writer John Maclean. Set in the late 1800s, Slow
West tells the story of Jay Cavendish (Kodi Smit-McPhee), a naive 16-year-old boy who travels across america's borders looking for the woman he loves. Along the way, he asks for help from Silas (Michael Fassbender), a bitter ex-boudant hunter who nevertheless develops an emotional connection with his idealistic
travel companion. Slow West premiered at the Sundance Film Festival earlier this year, where it won the World Cinema Jury Award: Dramatic Winner's Honors. The film has been earning rave reviews from critics and currently has a 90% approval rating from critics at Rotten Tomatoes who say it has an inventive treat for
Western fans. All film cast, crew, and awards information courtesy of IMDb. Follow Nathanael on Twitter @ArnoldEtan_WSCS More from Entertainment Cheat Sheet: Mad Max: Fury Road may be the vehicle for Tom Hardy, but the post-apocalyptic thriller is the real star's car: Peacemaker. Peacemaker is a jacked-up
Ripsaw light tank built for film by Howe and Howe Technologies. The 1,000-horsepower engine helps the tank rupture the ground and burn with gusts of 70 miles per hour. You'll find some creature comforts at the end of the world, though. The Peacemaker windshield is not even shielded by glass, so its driver is exposed
to rocky elements. Twins Mike and George Howe told the Daily Mail that the film's director, George Miller, called them and asked if they could build a mad machine. Miller and his crew told us they don't want CGI - anyone can do CGI, Mike said. What they wanted was a real badass track vehicle, which is probably the
most heist vehicle we've ever done. And that's what they have. An earlier video released by Howe and Howe shows peacemaker climbing vertically into the sand hills. This clip has since been private, but this video of the car in action should you through to the release of Mad Max: Fury Road on Friday. This content is
imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. For more information about this and similar
content, please visit piano.io piano.io
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